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BY CAPTAIN MARKADAM MILLER

Greetings,

The old year is gone and a new year is upon us.  With it comes new opportunities and new chal-
lenges.  I am hoping that we can do more in the coming year that will be fun and exciting.  I am
open to anyone that may have idea as what we can do as a group.  I am looking forward to seeing
you in the coming year.

Captain MarkAdam Miller

cohephaestus@bellsouth.net

It’s 2010, a new year. Have you made your New Year’s resolutions? I have one suggestion to add
to them. Resolve to attend business meetings and the socials this year. Pete has finalized the calen-
dar for this year. He has planned some interesting socials. As always, dates for the events will be
posted in the Anvil. Business meetings are held on the first Monday of the month at 7:00 pm at
Kingdom Comics in Vestavia. Socials are held the third Saturday, usually at Pete and Sue Ellens.
Times vary depending on the event. Mark these dates on your calendar and join us.

We are looking at opportunities to give back to our community this year. The Holidays are over, but
the recession isn’t. There are still a lot of people out of work, and homeless. If you have a special
service group or charity you would like for us to support, let MarkAdam or me know.

I look forward to an exciting New Year and working with all of you. See you at the meetings.

Pat HIcks

by Pat Hicks
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Greetings,

You have probably noticed that the cover has a
new look.  It is something I have been thinking
about fora  while, and decided that witht his new
year it was a good time to do it.  I do hope you
like it.

The Deadline for the next Anvil is Tuesday
January 19th.  Please get me your submissions
by that time.  As usual send them to me at
TheAnvil@charter.net.

Until Next Month.

Dennis

Dec. 07, 2009 - Business Meeting:

The following was discussed:

The Angel Tree Project was cancelled because the
gifts had to be turned in by the weekend which was
not enough time to properly assemble the packages.
It was discussed to plan to implement it at the Nov.
business meeting next year to allow enough time to
get the items together for the Dec. Business meeting
instead of Dec. Social.  Pat (X.O.) suggested a dona-
tion to be taken at the social to help a charity to
replace Angel Tree Project.

Quartermaster reported that Flash drives are com-
ing soon, possibly in Feb.  In 08-09 the QM lost
money due to postage costs.  The QM did made a
profit of about $100 for Nov. of this year.  He also
reported spreadshirt.com is set up to get shirts and
other logo stuff for the club.

Starfleet list was reported as quiet except for
updates on the constitution rewrite.

It was suggested to cancel the March social
because of the timing of the 2010 Summit that takes
place that month.

Roy reported that the art museum still has the
American art show on display.  Mcwain Center has
the trains on display for the Christmas season.

Attendance: 6 people.

Dec. 19, 2009 – Social Night:

We played Star Wars Risk.  We played it as regular
Risk because Star Wars rules are complicated and
require a lot of actions per turn. It would have taken
too long to learn and play. Mike Burtyk was the win-
ner.

Attendance: 8 people.

SHIP’S LOG
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Command Staff

Markadam Miller,Capt – Captian

Pat Hicks, Captain - 1st Officer

Dennis Evans, Fleet Captain – Second Officer

Executive Committee

Sue Ellen Mohney, Captain

Denby Potts, Rear Admiral

Lynnette Yawn, Lt.

Sciences

Roy Green, Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Computer Sciences

Vacant

Navigation

Pete Mohney, Vice Admiral

Engineering

Flo Hurst, Cdr.

Cadet Training

Haley Youngblood Cadet Apparent

Matthew Potts, Cadet Crewman

Katrina Mohney, Cadet 3rd Class

Tara Mohney, Cadet

Athena Youngblood

Unassigned Crew and Civilians

Gloria Greening, Lt.

Nicholas Mohney, Ensign

Edward deGruy, Lt. Comm

MarkAdam Miller, Lt.

Brenda Miller, Lt. J. G 

Operations

Sue Ellen Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby Potts,Rear Admiral, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Sheila Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Lynnette Yawn, Lt, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Neil Yawn, Brigadier, SFMD

Roy Green, Col

Sheila Benton, Lt. Col.

Communications

Dennis Evans, Captain, Chief

Pat Simmons, Captain

Melissa Boartfield, Crewman

Security

Roy Green, Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Charlie Boartfield, Crewman

Medical

Sheila Benton, Lt Cmdr, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD
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Evans 12/31/09

Green 01/31/10

Potts Family 02/20/10

Mangina 03/21/10

Hicks Family 05/22/10

Greening 05/25/10

Kinighton 05/25/10

Gainer 05/30/10

Lindsay Family 06/01/10

Miller Family 08/26/10

Yawn Family 11/30/10

Mohney Family 12/20/10

Description Payments Deposits Balance

Beginning Balance $196.75 

Anvil Mailing 1.83

Final Balnace $194.42
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Date Event/Time Location

Jan 2,2010 Business Meeting: Kingdom Comics
Jan. 16,2010 Social Meeting: Mohney’s house.
Feb. 1,2010 Business Meeting: Kingdom Comics
Feb.20,2010 Social Meeting: Mohney’s house.6
Mar. 1,2010 Business Meeting: Kingdom Comics
Mar. 12-14,2010 Summit at Columbus, GA.
* Event still in planing stages, date and time and exact event TBA

ALL EVENTS AND TIME SUBJECT TO CHANGE, PLEASE REFER TO THIS SECTION FOR UP TO DATE

INFORMATION
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by David Reddick

Gene’s Journal is the property of David
Reddick.  Reprinting without expressed per-
mission is prohibitited.
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WORDSEARCH
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STAR TREK ONLINE

The Star Trek franchise is still massively popu-
lar and developer Cryptic Studios are hoping that
by involving such a rich and diverse fantasy
world they will get a huge portion of the game
playing public interested in their new virtual Sci-
Fi based MMO universe.

Star Trek Online is set during the time scale of
the original ‘classic’ Star Trek history and takes
place twenty years after the events that pushed
Spock back in time - mirroring the recent movie
to a certain extent. The universe is in absolute
chaos with Romulus having been destroyed and
the Cardassian Union in a total state of disarray.
The Borg are back in full attack mode and are
attempting to assimilate everyone in their path
and to complicate matters the Klingons are at
war with the Federation.

Players can take the role of either a Klingon or
Federation captain and they can progress
through the galaxy as they want, taking diplo-
matic stances or preferring to use more aggres-
sive tactics if they wish. Like many MMO’s play-
ers are not forced to complete the main storyline
elements of the game but those wanting to see
this will play through a series of adventures
called “episodes” with active content presented

in much the same way you would experience via
a television show. It is a cool idea, because one
‘week’ you would be in a space battle with an
enemy race and the next you would be escorting
an important dignitary to a planet for a political
conference. Each of these episodes is tuned for
up to five people to play together and the mis-
sions incorporate AI and unit scaling so if you
only have a few players then the game will scale
down accordingly to make it competitive but not
impossible. At the end of a series of missions
there is a ‘season ender’ which normally will
require a larger fleet to complete. Taking on a
few Borg vessels for instance requires a lot of
Federation firepower.

Before the game really evolves however you
are given the tasks of building your ship and
choosing your direction. You start out with a
light cruiser and you are then given the option
to determine what kind of ship you want to com-
mand from a full on battle cruiser to a science
ship. When this process is completed you are
given the opportunity to dramatically alter the
default configuration, so you can alter the mate-
rial it is made from or even change the locations
of the nacelles. While the initial selection of
choosing your main vessel means your charac-
ters will get bonuses for commanding that ship,
you can later change the ship to another unit.
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Obviously the ship you command means that
the staff operating it will vary. Every ship has
slots (seats) for Engineering, Tactical and
Science officers however depending on the clas-
sification of the vessel specific officers will be
more in demand than others. Science Vessels for
instance don’t need many (if any) tactical offi-
cers for combat. These seats are used by the AI
to affect the performance of your vessel so if
they aren’t filled correctly then you can expect
your overall crew performance to be poor. We
were told that there would be literally hundreds
of these skillsets via the plethora of crew mem-
bers involved.

We had some game time with STO a week or
so ago and while it was still in a beta phase the
combat algorithms are shaping up very nicely,
you feel like you are actually in command of a
futuristic space faring vessel. You use the WASD
keys to move the ship, much like you would do
in a first person shooter and the mouse is used
at the same time to alter the ships configuration
for the combat dynamic. Phaser arrays and pho-
ton torpedoes are used like you would see in the
movies, to strip away shields and to cause spe-
cific point damage to disable or disarm some
vessels. There are quite a few strategy elements
given to the player as well, because if you are
fighting a slower moving but strong ship you
want a lot of power given to the shields (for

your own defense) and torpedo array. Faster
ships need to be dealt with by increasing
maneuverability and phaser power to strip away
their shields for the final kill. Presets are given
for speed or you can manually control everything
on the fly as you do battle.

The MMO elements seem to be shaping up
nicely as you can interact with all your crew
members and even take control of them in hand
to hand combat situations. All players get
options to select a crew to their personal desires
and from all the races which align with your
given race. If the historical Trek database isn’t
giving you enough freedom for choice then you
can make your own race, create their look and
even their history and other features. Once this
is done and you are happy with the end result
you can then save them and incorporate them
into the entire universe as a living breathing
species.

With the launch time frame set at
February/March 2010 we are excited that this
could actual be one of the big surprise hits next
year. Star Trek fans are eagerly awaiting the
experience and GamingHeaven will be here to
report on it when we get any updates.
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NEW IMPRESSIONS OF THE UPCOM-
ING PC MMORPG FROM THE PAX
SHOW FLOOR.

By Jeremy Parish

I am not, I’m afraid, a fan of MMOs. On the
other hand, I have an enduring fondness for
Star Trek. I know I probably shouldn’t, because
Trek is pretty goofy even at the best of times,
and at the worst of times it’s downright embar-
rassing. Nevertheless, I’ve found something to
like in every Trek series or movie I’ve ever
watched; yes, I even enjoyed Enterprise. (I’ve
never actually seen an episode of Voyager,
though. That fact is probably statistically signifi-
cant.) The trick to liking the franchise, I’ve
found, is not to take it too seriously, don’t whine
about continuity, and just enjoy the spirit of the
thing. 

And that is why I think I just might enjoy Star
Trek Online, despite the fact that it’s an MMO.
The new movie has freed up the creators from
having to worry overmuch about the fussy
details; since the film basically hit the reset but-
ton on the franchise, Cryptic doesn’t really have
to worry about the ramifications of their game.
It’s set in the future of the old, familiar Star Trek
universe — 30 years after Star Trek: Nemesis —
and after the latest movie, that future no longer
exists. So, while they can’t exactly go hog wild
with Paramount’s property, they can at least
tweak this old, irrelevant Trek timeline to make
for a more interesting game. 

To wit: Romulus is gone, Spock is in another
reality, and the survivors of the Romulan Empire
now rely on chicanery and manipulation to get
their way. The Klingons no longer like the
Federation so much, and the Borg have reap-
peared. (I’m told that while the they “were a
pretty sad villain by the end of Voyager,” they’ve
been powered up and will pose a real threat.)

This era of conflict has a few direct benefits to
the game’s MMO design. First, there’s obviously
conflict, and kids do love the conflict. Secondly,
the scale of the war justifies a streamlined play-
er experience and an array of starships that
span the full gamut of the Trek franchise.

What this means is that everyone who plays
gets to be a captain right out of the box. Clearly
Cryptic has learned a lesson from Star Wars:
Galaxies and realized that players by and large
have little interest in a grinding, repetitive jour-
ney through the ranks. Rather than creating a
slow-starting MMO in which players begin as
peon ensigns on a ship crewed by hundreds of
player characters (or, god forbid, as a cadet at
Starfleet Academy), the developers are simply
handing players a veteran hero with a full com-
mand crew of AI “pets.” These officers deter-
mine the strengths of a starship, and they can
also accompany players on away missions when
no other PCs are available. 

Each captain begins the game with a Miranda-
class ship — as in the saucer-and-nacelle science
vessel that Khan swiped in Star Trek II — which
would seem a bit outmatched given that the
game’s timeline is set a good century-plus after
the Original Series. But since it’s a time of war,
Starfleet dredged up pretty much every ship it
could find and beefed them up to the best of
their ability. In any case, the Miranda ship is
strictly a starter model; by completing missions
and earning credit with Starfleet, players gain
the ability to soup up their ship with alternate
components or even switch to different classes
altogether. There are of course the standards
(Constitution, Excelsior, Galaxy, Sovereign,
Defiant), as well as some of the more obscure
models (Nova, Olympus, etc.). Each class can be
outfitted with components taken from all periods
of the franchise, which means you can make
your Constitution class ship look like the movie
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Enterprise, or you can give it Nemesis-era
nacelles and a Next Generation-style primary
hull. Think of space as a junkyard, and Trek
Online is your chance to create the ultimate
patchwork hotrod. A hotrod with phasers and
torpedos, that is. 

Still, it wouldn’t be much of an MMO if every-
one had to play the same way, and each player
is allowed to choose one of three specialties:
Tactical, Science, or Engineering. Likewise, the
ship classes reflect these skill divisions as well,
divided into cruiser, scout, or science classifica-
tions. Cryptic promises considerable character
customization, allowing players to pick from
standard Trek races (Human, Vulcan, Bajoran,
Nausicaan, Gorn, etc.) or simply make their own
monster of the week race. Each captain’s crew
can be likewise customized.

Space combat plays out pretty much exactly
the way you’d expect to see Trek battles work,
focusing on tactics and crew coordination over
fast action. The demo’s starfight featured a
Miranda cruiser against three Klingon warbirds.
As it took fire, the U.S.S. Seattle was surrounded
by HUD data denoting the strength of its three-
part shields (port, starboard, and aft), and as
specific areas took damage the shield meters
began to shrink. Just as in the show, the crew
was able to strengthen the damaged shields by
pouring in energy from other systems. You
couldn’t actually hear your captain barking out
an order to divert power to the aft shields from
the forward phaser array, but by god you could
certainly imagine it. Ship-to-ship weapons have
different strengths and limitations, including an
arc of fire. Phasers are less powerful than pho-
ton torpedos, but they can cover a much wider
spread.

Once you beam down and go planetside,
ground combat seems like a fairly respectable
mix of MMO tropes and the general Trek style.

There’s a lot of standing around and shooting at
each other with phasers, with a touch of Mass
Effect-like squad control. In fact, personal com-
bat overall feels an awful lot like an MMO ver-
sion of Mass Effect, albeit more simplistic. Most
missions will allow up to five players to team up
to form an away team, but those who prefer to
go solo or join with a smaller multiplayer group
can take AI companions and control them with
indirect commands and tactics. For specific mis-
sions — large-scale invasions and raids — as
many as 30-40 players can team up together. 

All in all, Trek Online definitely captures the
feel and style of Star Trek. The merits of an
MMO are ultimately determined by how it plays
out in the long run: How tedious the character
growth is, how interesting the writing is, how
worthwhile the mission objectives are. If you
spend less time shooting Klingons than you do
collecting a dozen tribble pelts to trade the some
guy’s dilithium crystals, it’s gonna be pretty
lousy. But I’m hoping Cryptic manages to avoid
such a basic mistake. It’s clear their designers
get Trek fans: They even presented the demo as
a time loop with the Guardian of Forever, allow-
ing players to jump to the beginning of the
demo within the narrative by letting them to
jump through the Guardian to restart. If that
sort of nerdy cleverness is present throughout
the entire adventure, it could be one of those
rare licensed MMOs that does its namesake jus-
tice.
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Leonard Nimoy Says J.J. Abrams Star

Trek Movie Revived the Star Trek

Franchise with a New Audience of Fans

he latest issue of NVision magazine features a
new interview with Star Trek star Leonard Nimoy
and here are few excerpts of the article,
courtesy of ontd_startrek 

“Star Trek went on the air in 1966,” says Nimoy.
“Many of the recent film’s audience has not
arrived yet. There were three seasons on TV
and then we were canceled. And then there was
the animated show. And then in 1977 I sat in a
packed theater in New York and watched as a
crowd cheered at the first Star Wars film. I
thought to myself ‘I’m going to be getting a call
from Paramount soon.’ The call came and we
made five more with the original cast and four
more with The Next Generation. There were
more series, more captains, more crew many
novels by Bill Shatner. And now there’s been a
new and amazing movie.”

“I think the movie is terrific,” says Nimoy. “It has
obviously revived the franchise. There’s a
tremendous amount of new interest for Star Trek
as well as a new audience for Star Trek There
are a lot of young people who never saw Star

Trek before who went to see this movie who are
now interested in Star Trek. And I think there will
be a number of them who will be interested in a
video game and a number of them who will be
going back to the original episodes to take a look
to see what the roots of all this are about.”

Regarding the scene in which Spock meets his
younger self, played by Zachary Quinto, Nimoy
said “It was very moving to me...he’s a very, very
good actor—very intelligent. He’s well-trained.
He knows his work, and he’s very professional. If
it have been a lesser actor it could have been
disturbing for me to see the character pass on to
somebody who I didn’t think was appropriate. He
was a very appropriate actor for it, and I’m very
pleased that the character passed on to him. I
it’s in good hands.”

Regarding Star Trek XII, Nimoy said “I frankly
doubt very much that I will be asked to do that
again,” said Nimoy, “I think that wanted me
involved in this movie to help make the transition
from the old crew to the new, from the old cast to
the new, and I think they did that very cleverly
and very successfully. I’m not quite sure how
they would find me useful in the future.”
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